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The ecological alternative.
Your customers make the highest demands –  

increasingly also on the environmental compat

ibility and sustainability of the floor coverings. 

That’s why we developed PURLINE. The innova

tive organic flooring is mostly made of natural, 

renew able raw materials, contains no harmful 

additives and is even so extremely durable and 

easy to clean: the perfect basis for ecological  

living and work.

WITH PURLINE YOU PROVIDE 
YOUR CUSTOMERS WITH A HIGH 
QUALITY FLOOR COVERING MADE 
OF NEW ORGANIC POLYURETHANE, 
WHICH FULFILS ALL THE CRITERIA 
OF A TYPICAL WINEO® PRODUCT.

For decades our name has stood for the best 

quality in implementation and the highest creativ

ity in development, of course always made in 

Germany. You can rely on this also in the future – 

you have our promise.

It is only a floor. But the best one we can  

imagine.

Kind regards

Matthias Windmöller
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6 7Naturally unique

NATURALLY UNIQUE 
WHAT IS SPECIAL ABOUT PURLINE
People are increasingly taking care for a healthy lifestyle in harmony with nature. This also includes a con-

sciously designed living environment – above all in sensitive areas, from hotels to hospitals, from children‘s 

nurseries to one‘s own place. With its environmental and health compatible properties, PURLINE is the first 

resilient organic floor to fulfil all the requirements of a modern life and living: a trend-setting alternative 

that sticks to its promises.

PURLINE is currently no doubt the most ecological resilient floor  

covering on the market: whether in production, in terms of everyday 

use or recycling. It is made of natural and renewable materials,  

without toxic additives – and also shows its best side in use. 

Naturally ecological because …

…   the organic flooring is made of renewable raw materials  

and natural fillers.

…    rapeseed or castor oil is used instead of  

petrochemical materials.

…   PURLINE is completely free of chlorine, plasticisers  

and solvents.

…   the organic flooring is recyclable and can be  

disposed of with household waste.

Due to its high quality contents and excellent processing, your  

customers can enjoy the organic flooring for a long time.  

The ecological floor covering invites plenty of barefoot walking,  

is unimpressed by furniture imprints and even keeps its colour in  

the sun. We even guarantee this.

Naturally long-lasting because …

…  PURLINE is extremely durable and resilient.

…  chemical and mechanical influences barely have any  

effect on it.

…  the organic flooring shows unique recovery  

rate – almost 100 %.

…   its UV-resistance is extremely high.

Naturally   tough

More organic  
 than ever
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Dirt or chemical substances? What bothers other floors simply  

drips off PURLINE. Its compact surface is really easy to keep tidy  

and hygienically clean: Not only vthat save your customers time, but 

also hard cash over the years.

Naturally easy to clean because ...

…   the organic floor withstands all conventional cleaning products 

from acid to alkaline.

…   the closed surface ensures easy, quick and thorough cleaning.

…   PURLINE is very hygienic and easy to clean thanks to its  

polyurethane surface.

The organic flooring also shows its true natural side in the important 

topic of safety: it does not release any harmful substances, even if a 

little child‘s face should come too close to it on occasion.

Naturally safe because...

…  it contains no substances that are harmful to health  

such as plasticisers.

…  PURLINE is completely odour-neutral and emission-free.

…  no toxic gases and hardly any smoke are released – 

escape routes remain visible.

For sure, 
 natural

A pure joy  
 for the environment
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Life cycle cost analysis

Source: Pfiff Institute for industrial cleaning technology, January 2013

The results of the analysis confirm the extraordinarily 

high quality of PURLINE. The conclusion of the study: 

“Its resistance to chemical and mechanical influences 

and its environmental compatibility are exemplary. The 

life cycle costs of the PURLINE organic flooring are 

considerably lower compared to all other floor 

coverings currently available on the market.” The Pfiff 

Institute assumes that the flooring can be used econo-

mically and advisably especially in particularly heavily 

frequented areas, such as medical establishments, 

department stores, schools, airports and other public 

buildings.

Extract of LCCA by Pfiff Institute:

 Dirt removed without residue – 

Cleaning costs are reduced, resources  

are conserved

 ■  All conventional cleaning agents, whether acid  

or alkali, can be used without any problem; PURLINE 

by wineo® proves to be completely resistant.

 ■  Due to the closed surface and low friction,  

the mop moves across the organic PU floor  

coverings quicker and easier.

 ■ Extra polish or initial treatment are not necessary.

Perfect disinfectability –  

Viruses have no chance

 ■  All surface disinfectants can be used on the organic 

PU floor coverings without any problem.

 ■  Contact plate tests, which are carried out to check 

the hygiene of surfaces, demonstrate an effective 

disinfectability.

 ■  Even the contrast agents typically used in hospitals 

do not discolour the organic PU floor coverings.

 

 

Absolute resilience –  

still like new even after years

 ■  Thanks to a recovery rate of almost  

100 %, no indentations caused by furniture can  

be seen after a short regeneration period.

 ■  Mechanical loading tests demonstrate no  

visible wear to the surface.

 ■  The resistance against sunrays is extremely high.

TESTED QUALITY  
PURLINE IN THE LIFE CYCLE TEST 
The Pfiff Institute for industrial cleaning technology from Memmingen has given the properties of PURLINE 

a thorough examination. The emphasis was on the life cycle cost analysis. Among other things, the resistance 

and cleanability in the face of stresses and strains of everyday use were tested.
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Health & Care
Whether it is in the health or care sector, in fitness 

studios or spa facilities: the floors here are subject  

to extremely heavy use and have to show the best  

hygienic properties. No problem for the wineo® organic 

flooring: it is highly resilient, easy to clean and gives 

viruses no chance.

 ■ Extremely wear resistant and durable

 ■ Easy to clean thanks to polyurethane surface

 ■  Outstandingly disinfectable, proved by contact  

plate tests

 ■  Harmless to health, as free from chlorine, solvents 

and plasticisers

 ■  Withstands all conventional cleaning agents and 

disinfectants, alcohol and contrast agents

 ■  No impressions left, even from heavy appliances  

due to almost 100 % recovery rate

The healthy  
 option

Pacific Oak 
PURLINE | PB00037TI 

Cosmic Black 
PURLINE | PB00027RE
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Public sector
For children, the floor is naturally part of their life:  

for learning to walk, for riding a trike, for gazing at  

the ceiling, for falling down and getting back up. In 

public buildings too, the floors have to withstand the 

footsteps of several hundred visitors every day. The 

perfect application area for the extremely resilient 

wineo® organic floors.

 ■ Extremely wear resistant and durable

 ■  Harmless to health, as free from chlorine,  

solvents and plasticisers

 ■ Odour-neutral and emission-free

 ■ Easy to clean thanks to polyurethane surface

 ■ Child-friendly designs from the artist collection

Where life bustles  
 with action

Honey Mustard 
PURLINE | PB00005LE

Sinai Sand 
PURLINE | PB00002LE
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Shopfitting &  
Exhibition stands
Shop owners, traders and stand operators only want  

to think about their floor covering once: when they 

choose it. As soon as it is installed, it should provide 

the basis for effective work and frequently moving 

things around. A good thing that the wineo® organic 

flooring is so simple and tough.

 ■ Extremely wear resistant and durable

 ■ Easy to clean and maintain

 ■ Pleasant room acoustics

 ■  Ideal for long standing periods, as very gentle on  

the ankles

 ■  Aesthetically impressive due to the wide choice  

of decors and colours

 ■ High UV-resistance

 ■ With further purchase guarantee

The basis  
 for success

Antique White 
PURLINE | PB00001LE

Milas White 
PURLINE | PLES30031
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Catering & Hotel
Only those who leave a good first impression make 

good hosts. That’s why, for caterers and hoteliers, clean 

floors that demonstrate the best cleaning  

properties and provide appealing looks counts. The 

right task for the easy-care wineo® organic flooring.

 ■ Quiet and pleasant room acoustics

 ■ Easy to clean and maintain

 ■  Resistant and tough, even under constantly  

heavy duty use

 ■  Uniquely creative due to the wide choice of  

colours and designs

 ■  Convincingly hygienic thanks to polyurethane  

surface

 ■  Harmless to health, as free from chlorine,  

solvents and plasticisers

 ■ With further purchase guarantee

The perfect host
Calistoga Cream 
PURLINE | PLEW1004

Metropolitan 
PURLINE | PLES30036

Puro Carbon 
PURLINE | PLES30029
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Living rooms
Home is where we feel good and like to flop. Harmful 

substances should stay outside – the demand for a 

natural and healthy environment especially within one‘s 

place is high. The healthy organic flooring from wineo® 

is in the right place here.

 ■  Harmless to health, as free from chlorine,  

solvents and plasticisers

 ■  Sustainable and ecological, proven by numerous 

certificates

 ■ Odour-neutral and emission-free

 ■ Hygienic, as easy to clean and disinfect

 ■  Uniquely creative due to the wide choice of  

colours and designs

 Living rooms 

The natural  
 living environment

Canyon Oak 
PURLINE | PLEW10007

Arctic Oak 
PURLINE | PLEW10008
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THE RIGHT FORMAT  
FOR EVERY APPLICATION
Your customers have the choice: offer them the wineo® PURLINE organic flooring in classic format on a roll or as a 

practical plank. In both versions, its low construction height makes it extremely renovation-friendly and features the 

best possible adhesive properties. 

A detailed instruction for the right way to install, clean and maintain the flooring is available at www.wineo.de.

ORGANIC FLOORING IN PLANK / TILE FORMAT

In smaller spaces, e.g. in the home area, PURLINE in planks or 

tiles is the ideal choice. Available in these formats  

1200 × 200 mm, 1500 × 250 mm, 670 × 335 mm and  

1000 × 500 mm the planks can be quickly and easily installed 

with minimum preparation work. Dimensions matched to the 

decors ensure a perfect look.

PURLINE in planks or tiles –  

optimal for environmentally aware living.

ORGANIC FLOORING IN ROLL FORMAT

Anyone who is looking for an ecological floor covering for large 

areas will make the right decision by choosing PURLINE on a roll. 

It is supplied in the standard format 20 × 2 m.

For optimal installation we recommend fibre-bonded  

adhesives. The flooring can easily be cut using a hooked blade.

PURLINE on a roll – 

ideally suited for ecological building plans.

Formats and surfaces

SURFACES 
TEXTURES
wineo® PURLINE organic flooring features different surfaces, which are individually matched to the decors.  

The embossed stone and wood textures ensure a high level of authenticity. You will find the information about 

the respective surface under each decor illustration on the following pages.

fine wooden pore

slate structure 

rough wood structure

pearl structure

exclusive wood structure

Cosmic White

PURLINE | PB00026RE

Garden Oak

PURLINE | PLEW10005



AWARD WINNING

For decades, Windmöller has been gathering technical exper-

tise and practical experience in the field of the highest quality 

floor coverings. This knowledge is consistently used to con-

stantly develop the products further.

They have won many awards, prizes and certificates, proving 

they are safe and reliable in terms of application – a good tip 

all round for architects, builders and all those who expect the 

highest quality.

Deutsche Gesellschaft für Nachhaltiges Bauen e.V.

®

German Sustainable Building Council

Member of

The flooring PURLINE 
has passed the standard 
dynamic test according 

to the KfB roadmap.

Information représentative des 
émissions dans l’air intérieur des
substances volatiles présentant un
risque de toxicité par inhalation,
sur une échelle de classe allant de
C (fortes émissions) à 
A+ (très faibles émissions)
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QUALITY 
OUR PROMISE
All products that bear the wineo® name must  

satisfy the highest standards. We can only manage 

this with an outstanding team: e.g. the carefully 

selected, responsible raw material suppliers, a 

reliable delivery service in all respects and our 

professional service team. 

The sales team in both the office and the field is  

occupied by highly competent employees, who  

exercise their job with plenty of commitment and passi-

on. We are also proud of our strong research and deve-

lopment department, which repeatedly comes up with 

high quality new developments.

Controlled quality

In order to guarantee the high quality of our products, 

we set ourselves the highest quality standards. From 

the first step of the manufacturing process onwards, 

we carry out continuous quality checks – both our own 

processes and those of other companies, who work 

with us, are permanently checked and in addition con-

tin ually developed. For the safety of the retail and trade 

sectors, we also ensure that all the products meet the 

building regulations.

VISIBLE EVIDENCE OF OUR QUALITY 
STANDARDS ARE THE NUMEROUS  
ECOLOGICAL AND TECHNICAL  
CERTIFICATIONS.  
SO THAT YOU CAN RELY ON THEM.
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Terracotta Dark | PB00009LE 
pearl structure

Red Berry | PB00010LE 
pearl structure

Spring Green | PB00020LE 
pearl structure

Racing Green | PB00019LE 
pearl structure

Summer Sky | PB00014LE 
pearl structure

Blue Lagoon | PB00015LE 
pearl structure

Red Rubin | PB00011LE 
pearl structure

Lavender Field | PB00012LE 
pearl structure

Jungle Green | PB00018LE 
pearl structure

Navy Blue | PB00016LE 
pearl structure

Midnight Blue | PB00017LE 
pearl structure

Antique White | PB00001LE 
pearl structure

Melange | PB00003LE 
pearl structure

Sinai Sand | PB00002LE 
pearl structure

Cappuccino | PB00004LE 
pearl structure

Light Grey | PB00021LE 
pearl structure

Steel Grey | PB00023LE 
pearl structure

Silver Grey | PB00022LE 
pearl structure

Midnight Grey | PB00024LE 
pearl structure

Honey Mustard | PB00005LE 
pearl structure

Light Apricot | PB00007LE 
pearl structure

Golden Yellow | PB00006LE 
pearl structure

Terracotta Light | PB00008LE 
pearl structure

Apple Green | PB00185LE 
pearl structure

Purple Rain | PB00013LE 
pearl structure

PURLINE levante

Technical characteristics

Roll format: 20 × 2 m

Product thickness: 2.5 mm

Weight: 3.6 kg / m² 
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Almond Chip | PB00029RE 
pearl structure

Silver Chip | PB00032RE 
pearl structure

Golden Chip | PB00028RE 
pearl structure

Cream Chip | PB00030RE 
pearl structure

Moonlight Chip | PB00033RE 
pearl structure

Chocolate Chip | PB00035RE 
pearl structure

Camel Chip | PB00031RE 
pearl structure

Cosmic Black | PB00027RE 
pearl structure

Carbon Chip | PB00034RE 
pearl structure

Cosmic White | PB00026RE 
pearl structure

Technical characteristics

Roll format:  20 × 2 m

Product thickness: 2.5 mm

Weight:  3.6 kg / m² 

PURLINE residenz

PURLINE residenz

Pure White | PB00025RE | *PLES00025 
pearl structure

Pure Black | PB00194UN | *PLES00194 
pearl structure

*  also available as tile in the size 500 x 500 mm
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Biskaya Cherry | PB00041TI 
fine wooden pore

Pacific Oak | PB00037TI 
fine wooden pore

Steamed Beech | PB00040TI 
fine wooden pore

Halifax Oak | PB00036TI 
fine wooden pore

Missouri Oak | PB00039TI 
fine wooden pore

Columbia Walnut | PB00042TI 
fine wooden pore

Cottage Oak | PB00038TI 
fine wooden pore

Technical characteristics

Roll format:  20 × 2 m

Product thickness:  2.5 mm

Weight:  3.6 kg / m² 
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Technical characteristics

Roll format:  20 × 2 m

Product thickness:  2.5 mm

Weight:  3.6 kg / m² 

Happy Animals | PH00088AR (skirting board) 
pearl structure

Kids Dance | PH00090AR (skirting board) 
pearl structure

Happy Elephants | PH00089AR (skirting board) 
pearl structure

Alphabet Dance | PH00091AR (skirting board) 
pearl structure

Happy Jungle | PB00043AR 
pearl structure

Letter Dance | PB00045AR 
pearl structure

PURLINE artist

SKIRTING BOARDS

PURLINE artist



PURLINE artist PURLINE digital | Individual decors

Would your customers like to give their floor covering an individu-

al design? Even that is no problem with wineo® organic 

flooring: for larger projects, the decor can be designed 

completely to their requirements.

Anyone wanting to give their floor a very perso-

nal touch can choose from a wide selection 

of decors.  

It becomes even more individual if you create 

the design yourself.

This creative variety is made possib-

le by a decor paper incorporated in 

the product (see composition), which 

can be individually printed.

Our sales representative will present 

all the options to you: your custo-

mers can be creative without 

limits.

The only condition is the purchase of a 

defined quantity, about which our 

sales representative can give you detailed 

information.

34 35PURLINE digital | Individual decorsPURLINE artist

 
 

 your.wineo.de

Give free reign to your creativity and design your own 
floor with PURLINE digital!

Crazy Boat | PH00092AR (skirting board) 
pearl structure

Crazy Fish | PB00044AR 
pearl structure

SKIRTING BOARD

Technical characteristics

Roll format:  20 × 2 m

Product thickness:  2.5 mm

Weight:  3.6 kg / m² 
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wood stone

37Organic flooring in plank / tile format

A BIT OF NATURE  
FOR THE HOME AS WELL
For smaller spaces and living areas, the organic 

flooring comes in four handy plank and tile formats 

and with four different textures. To go with these, 

there is a choice of 26 highly authentic looking 

wood and 14 stone decors. The designs are matched 

to the formats, thereby ensuring perfect interior 

design – with whisper-quiet room acoustics and a 

wonderfully warm atmosphere.

ALSO AVAILABLE IN  
EXTRA LARGE FORMATS
When you want things to go even quicker, the  

extra-wide and extra-long planks and tiles in the XL 

format are ideally suitable. They can be conveniently 

installed in no time at all. The generous format also 

impresses by creating a particularly attractive and 

pleasant spatial effect.
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PURLINE wood

38 39

Technical characteristics  

Plank format:  1200 × 200 mm

Product thickness:  2.5 mm

Weight:  3.9 kg / m² 

Planks / box:   16 / 3.84 m²

matching skirting board 14,5 / 50 6   

Denali Pine | PLEW20018 
rough wood structure 

skirting board: 30060424

Malmoe Pine | PLEW20019 
rough wood structure 

skirting board: 30060425

Napa Pine | PLEW20020 
rough wood structure 

skirting board: 30060426

Monterey Snow | PLEW20021 
exclusive wood structure 

skirting board: 30060427

Monterey Cream | PLEW20024 
exclusive wood structure 

skirting board: 30060430

Monterey Grey | PLEW20022 
exclusive wood structure 

skirting board: 30060428

Monterey Rustic | PLEW20023 
exclusive wood structure 

skirting board: 30060429

Sonoma Oak | PLEW20016 
exclusive wood structure 

skirting board: 30060422

Dacota Oak | PLEW20017 
exclusive wood structure 

skirting board: 30060423

Pino Delave | PLEW20013 
rough wood structure 

skirting board: 30060419

Nevis | PLEW20014 
fine wooden pore 

skirting board: 30060420

Nevis Moon | PLEW20015 
fine wooden pore 

skirting board: 30060421
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Technical characteristics  

Plank format:  1200 × 200 mm

Product thickness:  2.5 mm

Weight:  3.9 kg / m² 

Planks / box:   16 / 3.84 m²

matching skirting board 14,5 / 50 6   

PURLINE wood

PURLINE wood

Aruba | PLEW20025 
rough wood structure 

skirting board: 30060431

Westend | PLEW20026 
rough wood structure 

skirting board: 30060432

Saba | PLEW20009 
fine wooden pore 

skirting board: 30060415

Aves Brown | PLEW20012 
rough wood structure 

skirting board: 30060418

Aves Grey | PLEW20011 
rough wood structure 

skirting board: 30060417

Bajo Pine | PLEW20010 
rough wood structure 

skirting board: 30060416

Dacota Oak 
PURLINE | PLEW20017
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Technical characteristics  

Plank format:  1500 × 250 mm

Product thickness:  2.5 mm

Weight:  3.9 kg / m² 

Planks / box:   10 / 3.75 m²

matching skirting board 14,5 / 50 6   

PURLINE wood XL

PURLINE wood XL

Garden Oak | PLEW10005 
exclusive wood structure 

skirting board: 30060411

Canyon Oak | PLEW10007 
exclusive wood structure 

skirting board: 30060413

Calistoga Nature | PLEW10001 
exclusive wood structure 

skirting board: 30060407

Calistoga Chocolate | PLEW10002 
exclusive wood structure 

skirting board: 30060408

Calistoga Grey | PLEW10003 
exclusive wood structure 

skirting board: 30060409

Calistoga Cream | PLEW10004 
exclusive wood structure 

skirting board: 30060410

Acadia | PLEW10006 
exclusive wood structure 

skirting board: 30060412

Arctic Oak | PLEW10008 
exclusive wood structure 

skirting board: 30060414
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PURLINE stone

44 PURLINE stone 

Technical characteristics  

Tile format:  670 × 335 mm

Product thickness:  2.5 mm

Weight:  3.9 kg / m² 

Tiles / box:   16 / 3.59 m²

skirting board 14,5 / 50 6   

Sola | PLES40037 
slate structure 

skirting board: 30060432 (white)

Jura Slate | PLES40040 
slate structure 

skirting board: 30060432 (white) / 30060434 (dark grey)

Scivaro Slate | PLES40038 
slate structure 

skirting board: 30060432 (white) / 30060434 (dark grey)

Mocca Creme | PLES40039 
pearl structure 

skirting board: 30060432 (white)

Mocca Creme 
PURLINE | PLES40039
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ALSO AVAILABLE  IN ROLL FORMAT

ALSO AVAILABLE  IN ROLL FORMAT

ALSO AVAILABLE  IN ROLL FORMAT

ALSO AVAILABLE  IN ROLL FORMAT

ALSO AVAILABLE  IN ROLL FORMAT

Technical characteristics | tile 

Tile format:  1000 × 500 mm

Product thickness:  2.5 mm

Weight:  3.9 kg / m² 

Tiles / box:   8 / 4.00 m²

skirting board 14,5 / 50 6   

Technical characteristics | roll

Roll format:  20 × 2 m

Product thickness:  2.5 mm

Weight:  3.6 kg / m² 

PURLINE stone XL 

PURLINE stone XL

Puro Snow | PLES30027 (tile) | PB30027RE (roll) 
pearl structure 

skirting board: 30060432 (white)

Puro Silver | PLES30028 (tile) | PB30028RE (roll) 
pearl structure 

skirting board: 30060432 (white)

Puro Carbon | PLES30029 (tile) | PB30029RE (roll) 
pearl structure 

skirting board: 30060432 (white) / 30060433 (light grey)

Milas Beach | PLES30030 
pearl structure 

skirting board: 30060432 (white)

Milas White | PLES30031 
pearl structure 

skirting board: 30060432 (white)

Cèzanne | PLES30032 (tile) | PB30032RE (roll) 
pearl structure 

skirting board: 30060432 (white) / 30060433 (light grey)

Shooting Star | PLES30034 (tile) | PB30034RE (roll) 
pearl structure 

skirting board: 30060432 (white) / 30060433 (light grey)

Metropolitan | PLES30036 
pearl structure 

skirting board: 30060432 (white)



Carbon 
PURLINE | PLES30035

PURLINE stone XL

4848 PURLINE stone XL 

Technical characteristics | tile 

Tile format:  1000 × 500 mm

Product thickness:  2.5 mm

Weight:  3.9 kg / m² 

Tiles / box:   8 / 4.00 m²

skirting board 14,5 / 50 6   

Technical characteristics | roll

Roll format:  20 × 2 m

Product thickness:  2.5 mm

Weight:  3.6 kg / m² 

ALSO AVAILABLE  ON A ROLL!

Carbon | PLES30035 
pearl structure 

skirting board: 30060432 (white) / 30060434 (dark grey)

Tempera | PLES30033 (tile) | PB30033RE (roll) 
pearl structure 

skirting board: 30060432 (white) / 30060433 (light grey)
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WELDING RODS

The wineo® PURLINE welding rods are available for all 

designs of the collections levante, residenz, timber and 

artist and fit harmoniously within the flooring area.

2400 mm

100 mm
100 mm 100 mm

100 mm

ACCESSORIES

SKIRTING BOARDS AND OUTER 
CORNERS
Skirting boards are used above all in the health & care 

sector and ensure a neat wall finish. Especially in areas 

where hygiene has a particular role, the skirting boards 

are an ideal solution. 

For each PURLINE decor available on a roll we manu-

facture on an order-by-order basis skirting boards in the 

dimensions 100 mm (h) × 100 mm (d) × 2400 mm (l) 

and outer corners in the dimensions  

100 mm (h) × 100 mm (d) × 230 mm (l).

AVAILABLE  

FOR PURLINE 

ROLL 

SKIRTING BOARDS

A finish using skirting boards not only enhances the 

whole floor covering aesthetically, there are also other 

practical benefits. Skirting boards also give you a per-

fectly enclosed surface that can easily be cleaned.  

This protects the wall from contamination and knocks 

at this point. Thanks to a special plastic component the 

PURLINE skirting boards are even waterproof!

AVAILABLE  

FOR PURLINE  

PLANK / TILE

Exclusive skirting boards 

Matching the decors of the collection PURLINE stone 

and stone XL we offer you our exclusive skirting

boards in white, light grey and dark grey.

Matching skirting boards 

The decor-matching skirting boards are the ideal soluti-

on for a very harmonious wall finish and available for all 

designs of the collection PURLINE wood and wood XL.

Clipholder

For a quick an easy installation of the PURLINE 

skirting boards we recommend you use the Cliphol-

der fastening system. This system enables invisible 

cable routing and can easily be removed should you 

want to paint or paper the walls.
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SERVICE 
WE ARE HAPPY TO HELP YOU
Comprehensive customer service

wineo® organic flooring impresses with its permanently 

high quality and excellent environmental compatibility. 

Windmöller offers a close working relationship so that 

customers really find their optimal floor covering and 

enjoy it for many years. For details about this service 

and how we can actually support you with your project, 

please also read on  

www.wineo.de.

Planning and advice 

A new floor covering is a special investment.  

Windmöller helps here with intensive advice and 

careful planning. In this way, technical questions are 

clarified in detail before – also on site at the 

customer‘s prem ises. Do you need a special colour, 

for example? Talk to us.

Sample service

The decors shown in this brochure are reproductions. 

The natural incidence of light and the lighting can have 

an effect on how the colour of the decor is shown in 

the room photos. Order your original sample at 

objektservice@windmoeller.de.
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3
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Utilization class 23 – heavy-duty use  
in the home area

Utilization class 34 – very heavy-duty use  
in the commercial sector

Utilization class 43 – heavy-duty use  
in the light industrial sector

1    PU top layer 

The robust, easy-care surface

2    Decor paper  

In many colours, decors and designs

3    Glass fibre reinforcement  

The floor‘s stabilising backbone

4    PU base layer 

The heart of the material‘s good eco balance: 

polyurethane made of rapeseed or castor oil

5     FleeceTEC-System® 

The underside laminated in an elaborate process 

makes the floor easy and convenient to install

THE FLOOR COVERING  
MADE OF ORGANIC POLYURETHANE
The environmentally friendly PURLINE floor covering of wineo®  is just 2.5 millimetres thick.  

And yet this low material thickness features a complexly layered, finely balanced system:

PROPERTIES

Stain resistance

Suitability for chair castors

Suitable for all conventional  
hot water underfloor heating

Gluing

Suitability for wet rooms

Roll format

Plank / tile format

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS

PURLINE levante 
residenz
timber 
artist

wood wood XL stone stone XL

  

Installation type to glue to glue to glue to glue to glue

Decor lenght 20 m 1200 mm 1500 mm 670 mm 1000 mm

Decor width 2 m 200 mm 250 mm 335 mm 500 mm

Product thickness 2.5 mm 2.5 mm 2.5 mm 2.5 mm 2.5 mm

Weight 3.6 kg / m2 3.9 kg / m2 3.9 kg / m2 3.9 kg / m2 3.9 kg / m2

Planks or tiles / box - 16 10 16 8

m2 / box - 3.84 3.75 3.59 4.00

Box / pallet - 60 60 64 60

m2 / pallet - 230.40 225.00 229.76 240.00

Utilization classes 
EN ISO 10874 23 in the home area | 34 in the commercial sector | 43 in the light industrial sector

Residual indentation 
EN ISO 24343-1 ~ 0.05 mm ~ 0.05 mm ~ 0.05 mm ~ 0.05 mm ~ 0.05 mm

Dimension stability  
EN ISO 23999 ≤ 0.05 % ≤ 0.10 % ≤ 0.10 % ≤ 0.10 % ≤ 0.10 %

Flexural behaviour  
EN ISO 24344 < 20 mm < 20 mm < 20 mm < 20 mm < 20 mm

Anti slip category  
DIN 51130 R9 R9 R9 R9 R9

Slip resistance  
EN 13893 | bfu R 9729

µ ≥ 0,30 DS 
GS1 / GS2 (structure dependent)

Reaction to fire 
EN 13501-1 Cfl - s1 Cfl - s1 Cfl - s1 Cfl - s1 Cfl - s1

Evaluation of the flue gas 
DIN 53436 toxicologically harmless

Light fastness  
EN ISO 105-B02 ≥ 7 ≥ 7 ≥ 7 ≥ 7 ≥ 7

Underfloor heating Suitable for all conventional hot water underfloor heating and electrical systems  
regulated up to a surface temperature of 27° C.

Thermal resistance 
ISO 8302 ~ 0.01 (m²K) / W ~ 0.01 (m²K) / W ~ 0.01 (m²K) / W ~ 0.01 (m²K) / W ~ 0.01 (m²K) / W

Effect of a castor chair  
EN 425 / ISO 4918 Type W Type W Type W Type W Type W

Impact sound reduction  
EN ISO 10140 ~ 4 dB ~ 4 dB ~ 4 dB ~ 4 dB ~ 4 dB

Immunity to stains /  
Chemical resistance | EN ISO 26987 very good resistance with regards to concentration and exposure time

Effect of a furniture leg 
EN 424 no damage

Classification of group of wear reaction 
EN 660-2 Group T Group T Group T Group T Group T

Anti-static characteristics 
EN 1815 ≤ 2 kV ≤ 2 kV ≤ 2 kV ≤ 2 kV ≤ 2 kV

Alle decors shown in this broshure are reproductions. windmöller flooring products WFP GmbH provides no guarantee with regard to mistakes, printing errors an technical changes.
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